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What hath the University Teachers’ Union wrought?

Submitted by Ralph C.Judd
Professor, Division of Biological Sciences
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
(406)243-2347
bircj@selway.umt.edu
The UTU "4 + 2" contract, if the remaining two years are adopted, will profoundly
impact The University of Montana. At a recent UTU Bargaining Council meeting we
were informed that, to get the raises specified in the "4 + 2 plan", faculty teaching loads
must be: AY96-97 - 16.0 credit hours (UM is at 16.3 now); AY97-98 - 16.7 credit hours;
and AY98-99 - 17.3 credit hours. The view of the UTU is that these numbers are
departmental averages. Campus wide that represents one new three credit course per
three faculty. A major concern of many faculty is that these work loads are based solely
on time-in-class. This model fails to account for the extensive time and effort that faculty
invest in graduate training, preparation and execution of extramural grants (which bring
significant revenues to The University in the form of indirect costs and fund
undergraduate research projects) and service on local, state and national committees and
panels. Since more than half the programs on campus are currently at or over the
required teaching levels, departmental programs that engender significant research or
service components will see their teaching loads increase dramatically.
Thus, in exchange for slight salary increases (which still keep us near the bottom of
salaries at our peer institutions and well below our sister institution, Montana State
University), we must agree to increase teaching and advising, provide more
undergraduate independent study opportunities (with no state funding), expand our
research efforts, support the President’s push to return to Doctoral I status and continue
to provide local, state and national service. Of all these activities, only time-in-class will
be acknowledged. The UTU, supposedly in our best interests, has negotiated a contract
that now ignores the massive non-class room work that the faculty of The University of
Montana performs to maintain quality education for our students.
The faculty accepted the "4 + 2 contract" that was the result of "collaborative
negotiations" between the UTU and the Board of Regents, Governor, etc., with the
understanding that activities such as advising, independent studies, research and service
would be credited toward the overall faculty workload. The ill-fated
Teaching/Productivity Equivalencies Working Committee developed a system to account
for non-class room teaching activities. The Teaching/Service/Research ("TSR")
equivalency document, though controversial, was a credible first effort to account for
non-classroom activities. However, the concept of equivalencies for advising, independent
study, research and service appears to be dead. It is unfair that, for faculty in researchbased programs, promotion is dependent on teaching AND research AND service while
work loads are based only on teaching.
In response to a faculty member who expressed concern about a lack of recognition for
research, the Governor stated: "It is possible, within the realm of the agreement, for
select faculty members to decrease the amount of time spent teaching, provided they can
be funded entirely from the University’s research budget, or because some other faculty
increase their workloads proportionally". This misguided thinking, the result of
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"collaborative negotiations", appears to be acceptable to, and endorsed by, the UTU. Is
research no longer an acceptable [required] faculty enterprise? To what "University
research budget" is the Governor referring? The UTU appears to accept the idea that
the faculty is powerless in this process and the Governor’s contention that time-in-class
is all that matters. Worse, the contract implies that the problems at UM result from
faculty shortcomings rather than years of under funding combined with large enrollment
increases.
It is time for UM faculty to stand unified and demand recognition, from both the UTU
and the Governor, for the non-class room activities that make this a teaching and
research University rather than a junior college. The role of UM faculty is to teach, to
support and perform research and to provide service, not simply to teach. The best
negotiation strategy at this time is to forgo workload issues, demand recognition for our
extensive non-classroom activities and require salaries equivalent to our most intimate
peer institution, Montana State University. Accomplishing these will demonstrate that
the state and the UTU are acting in good faith with regard to UM faculty. At that point,
collaborative negotiations could resume.

Oh, Clover Bowl, Oh Clover Bowl
(Sung to the tune o f "Tannenbaum")
by Meyer Chessin

Oh, Clover Bowl, Oh Clover Bowl
How green were your expanses
And how we all remember you
With smiles and happy glances
You served not only college kids.
But seniors with their baseball lids.
Oh, Clover Bowl, Oh Clover Bowl
How green were your expanses
Oh, Clover Bowl, Oh Clover Bowl,
High Schools were also welcome there.
And all the town looked on with pride.
To see that open space so fair
Now George did say at lunch one day
Mike, on our softball field you'll play.
And so alas, on Clover Bowl
"Play Ball" the ump will never say!
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An Invitation from the JANUS Group

Our first issue of JANUS was dated Winter Quarter 1992; our current issue is dated Spring
Semester 1997 —a good time to reflect, after five years, on our plans -- then and now.
The original editorial board was composed almost entirely of partially retired faculty, still
active on campus much of the year, but with leisure to devote to the JANUS goal which was to
provide a congenial, cost-conscious format for thoughtful University-related discussion.
We had good help from Professor Mike Brown as senate chair, from Provost Robert Kindrick
with sponsorship and funds, and from our former JANUS group member Professor Tom Payne who
provided both vision and the visuals by which JANUS is still identified.
We hoped to play some role in keeping alive a long UM faculty tradition of shared governance
on campus. All of us were old enough to recall a time in the sixties and early seventies when faculty
seemed to believe more strongly that University planning should be accomplished only in continuing
discussion with faculty government. It is an assumption now in disuse as the campus seems to
proceed more like a giant business in which bond traders, architects, grantsmen, deans and ticket
sellers seem to have inherited the future.
And yet, the role of University in society has seen no faculty deliberated redefinition. It is still
about various aspects of education and issues in which faculty should be principal arbiters.
The entire JANUS staff is now fully retired and we stay in touch with campus issues and
events only indirectly. We therefore invite full-time faculty to join or replace us as a younger editorial
board to ensure a greater currency and vitality for the future of the enterprise. The time investment
is not great; the reward for the University can be very great. Call or write any of us listed on the
masthead with questions or interest.
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Reflections through an Empty Glass—Clearly:
or. Upon returning from directing
a Regents' Study Abroad Program in Burgundy/Paris (France)

Michel Valentin, The University of Montana
The French component of the University of Montana Regents' Study Abroad Program is
based on a full immersion into French language and culture. Students are placed with
families in the heart of rural France, Burgundy. For the past twenty years the
University of Montana has sent a selection of its best students to this wine region
known the world over. The program is based on the campus of the Lycee Viticole de
Beaune, a vocational agricultural high-school, whose students are trained in the
various trades and jobs associated with wine making and marketing. Beaune is the
wine capital of Burgundy. The students are placed in families and share their lives
for two months. Some of the families own and exploit vineyards and even make their
own wine in world-renowned places such as Pommard, Alex-Cortone, Nuits-SaintGeorges, Meursault. One student lived in a family who owns a vineyard next to the
most expensive wine-producing vineyard in the world: Romanee-Conti.
All students do the vendanges, a one-week long back-breaking job of picking grapes,
followed at the end by a huge pagan [dionysian] ritual, la Paulee. Needless to say, the
young Montanans rapidly become gourmets of choice wines. They write their journals
in French, or discuss the arcane developments of French and European politics or
literary trends in papers. After a while they become TGV (Train a Grande Vitesse) fans,
or French TV surfers.
For many though, the immersion in the French culture can be a little traumatic.
French do not say "hi" on the streets. Due to a certain constriction of space—by
American standards—they often bump you in the streets or on mass transit systems.
Clerks were often found not to react to the students' presence as shoppers with the
same familiar and friendly attitude of many American store-clerks. This seemed to
bother some students, used to the conviviality and open-space of Missoula.
The third month, the students go to Paris and try to paint the town red (which is
impossible since Paris will always outpace their best efforts). They live up to the
utmost of their new talents, hopping from Metro to Metro in order to get around
Paris, visiting museums, exploring libraries, quaint little shops and flower-markets.
This year, some even explored the Catacombs (an underground gothic cemetery) and
the Sewer system. A barge trip on the Paris Northern canal system was also planned.
The most adventurous climbed the Eiffel Tower on foot using the original spiral, hairraising staircase, and Notre-Dame Towers, from which Quasimodo (Charles Laughton)
poured boiling lead down upon the mob of ruffians assaulting Notre Dame; or they
simply count gargoyles.
Although tourists often pack as much destructive power as terrorists, for the
civilization they haunt—in that their effect works on a longer period of time—one can
ascertain that in certain odd ways, the tourist is also a theorist—even if a poor one.
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Between different cultures, misinterpretation is an important part of interpretation.
Often assumptions of differentiation are based on misreading. [But, unless one is an
essentialist, obsessed with sustaining at all cost the "immutable reality of things", I
contend that this type of misinterpretation does not necessarily turn into negative
typecasting—provided that the misinterpretation is challenged and questioned in a
certain dialectical way.] When one lives in the culture one reads (or misreads,) one is
constantly challenged in what one holds dear or true.
An experience in vivo in the French popular culture shows paradoxical differences
and similarities with the American popular culture(s). Both are painfully engrossed
with themselves: narcissistic, egocentric, somehow sexist, although their White Male
Eurocentric qualities (so decried by "American P.C. feminists") are rapidly on the
wane due to major shifts in the ethnic composition of their populations and in the
demands made by "minorities" of all venues. After all, our decade is the decade of
the celebration of differences at all cost.
European and American cultures do not coincide, although they are on the whole
lumped as the Western Civilization. Europe itself (part of the problem of European
unification) is very diverse—linguistically, culturally, geographically, and
economically. The French are very different from the British and the Germans. Not
many of these nationals would w ant to be mistaken for the other, although they are
functionally all Europeans. The French, themselves, are divided between Northern,
Southern, and what's left of the Celtic, cultural or ethnic variations.
The French culture (if one can use this generalization) is at once Latin and Northern
European. It has lost all hope of imperial (colonial) destiny but is busy sustaining its
sway of intellectual leadership. And it is true that a continued and renewed
fascination exists for French things in the world. Japanese tourists throng to Paris by
the thousands (the announcements at the new Bastille Opera are made in French,
English, then Japanese) and French intellectuals are begged to come to Japan for
conferences and seminars. Chinese television broadcasts everyday French language
lessons all over its territory. When the philosopher Jacques Deleuze committed
suicide last November, many intellectuals, the world over, went into mourning.
The French culture's preoccupation with the body, pleasure and death is often
opposite to main stream American preoccupation.
The main difference between American and French cultures, is that religion now
plays a minor role, while American culture is still first and foremost a Puritan
culture. Puritanism shapes American mentalities in matters of alcohol, sex, food,
education, movies... Even the American brand of feminism betrays its puritan
background. While French culture is more attuned to a certain calculated (and
reasoned—Descartes' legacy obliges) "atheist" (de-)regulation of senses. Nudity (male
and female), is present everywhere in ads or magazines. The best French TV channels
show pom movies (some quite good) watched by men and women alike. The
scrumptious adulation and Epicurean practice of food and wines do not shape
mentalities and bodies the same way a tea-based or pop-based, food culture does.
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In France, people smell good or sweaty accordingly—but they smell. French markets
smell, food smell, places smell, the Metro smells., cheese smells—Thank God! In
America smells are at best controlled, at worse fought like bacteria or terrorists.
France essentialized perfumes. America invented deodorants.
So that may account for a slight misreading each culture does of each other—which is
fine.
Both cultures are postmodern cultures. The American attitude ripe with anticipation,
the French attitude more contrite and forced. France is at heart a country of extreme
contradictions: a petty-bourgeois culture whose elite is still dreaming of being a
"radical" beacon of explanation for the world, while its youth gorges itself on
American jazz, rock, movies (and when they feel like it—hamburgers—but served
with wine or beer—noblesse obligel)
From the mundane to the intellectual, they have open up to gallicity, as well as
opening gallicity to their presence. Gallicity is akin to a strange appendage on the
body of Anglo-Saxon and American culture. Like the appendix, one doesn't know its
specific function. In fact, one American columnist once entitled his article: "What is to
be done with the French?" Gallicity is often qualified as dirty (especially in matters of
sexuality), or light, frivolous, non-serious, unreliable (opposed for that matter to the
perception of Germanicity in America), all things which should be cultivated in this
age of cold efficiency and economic homogenization.
French society still offers lingering aspects of feudal behavior and blockage. To
protect their own peculiar advantages, or for fear of deregulation, French civil
servants often go on strike which can be very annoying for everybody. . . especially
visitors who travel or send mail. At the end of our Paris stay a huge strike started to
cripple the city, forcing Montana students to walk miles in the capital whose air
quality had suddenly deteriorated due to increased car traffic.
Paris, marvel that it is, also has its inconveniences. Dogs leave their "gifts" on the
sidewalks, beggars or unemployed people peddle their distress in the Metro. When
driving_on French highways, nowhere are the police to be seen. But in Paris, due to
the threat of terrorism, riot police were everywhere. Also in Paris, very few accidents
are to be seen—another puzzle for Montanans—although cars and motorbikes drive
everywhere as fast as possible. A respectable friend of mine, a psychoanalyst well
into his sixties, parked his car in a space barely its length, by skillfully nudging the
adjacent parked cars into unused space.
But, remember as a counterpart, that this complacent disorder and laissez aller has its
positive side. In France, you are free to do whatever you want (perhaps a little too
much, sometimes).
In this mainly conservative country, this is rendered possible only because people
don’t really concern themselves with what you do so long as you don’t interfere with
what they think is their own enjoyment of life. They may think that their own way of
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enjoying life is the best; and that yours "stinks," but basically they don't care. They
leave you in peace because they are, at best,indifferent to you. They do not waste
time self-righteously judging you. While business-life is very easy in American and
the cost of living is lower, America is prone to quickly quantify and penalize the least
deviance. The French are more egotists than the Americans, and this indifferent
attitude has its price. It is harder to "penetrate" the French ethos, to get to know the
French. They are suspicious, detached, a bit paranoid. At night, they like to close all
their windows with shutters and only sleep behind locked doors.
French like to take long lunches (in families if possible) and discuss at the terraces of
cafes, sex, politics, and the conflicts of races or civilizations. But they are no more
obsessed with sex than Americans. It is just that no subject is taboo for discussion.
Some young Montanans had problems changing food and drinking habits. Many
American products are available such as gum, beverages, cigarettes, however
students still complained that some of their favorites were not readily available. Some
students made the careful point of jogging every morning winding their ways
between vineyards. The American New Age trend of Puritanism such as the obsession
with physical caretaking under the form of jogging, the avoidance of fatty foods and
meat seemed to clash headlong with the wine, meat and vegetable-based traditional
Burgundian cooking. Burgundians rarely jog and many of them smoke and drink
wines with their meals. I pointed out to my students, that there are fewer French
people with weight problems than Americans. For many Montanans confronted by
the richness of Burgundian cooking, this became a sort of a puzzle.
Others complained that the French were an undisciplined bunch, disrespectful of the
law; smoking in no-smoking places, refusing to queue up in "civilized" order, and
overall showing a rude and crusty behavior. Although there is some truth in these
observations, I told my students that it was perhaps a good thing to be literally and
figuratively displaced. Behind the complaints of being tired of "rude French" and
missing "boy-friends, mums and papas", seemed to emerge something more radical.
What bothered some of the students is the fact that in France, they are no longer the
center of attention. They no longer occupy the sacrosanct place American society
delineates for its youth—the middle-class ones I mean. A place, of due repect, from
where, in exchange for showing a certain respect for key communal values, they have
been trained to expect a certain reasonable pleasure, a comfort based on the
reassuring recurrences of the same goodies and advantages—all of this consecrated
by the grand celebration of the American pop consumers' culture. In Burgundy, a still
rural, conservative region, they were out of place. For better or worse, traditional
family life and Catholicism still matters among the vineyards. And America is far
away: at best seen as a good wine market; at worst the purveyor of the deregulation
of French economic life and impoverishment of French culture and traditions. For
that reason, we organized a Montana evening at the Lycee Viticole for which the
students cooked and invited French families and friends to show them a more
intimate and familiar aspect of American culture.
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But I personally view these small conflicts in the practice of daily life as healthy. One
should not travel and live abroad in order to find w hat one already has at home. In
fact, all Montanans came back, elated, opened-up, and more reflective about the
meaning of their lives and others.
A last note. Upon the end of their stay in Paris, the end of November, some students
w anted to visit Amsterdam, this tourist Mecca reputed for its "hygienized celebration
of sin." But the mass transit French strike had started. The magnificent fast trains
were dead on tracks—the airports, too. Disappointed, the students decided to visit
Euro-Disney near Paris. Lo and behold! the Paris-Euro-Disney train line was the only
one still functioning, as if Old Walt's ghost and the socialist unions had colluded to
keep Montanan students away from Amsterdam! Those French don't make sense.

in the Davidson Honors College Lounge.
All University o f Montana retirees are cordially invited
to consider the Lounge their home base on campus.
Come and enjoy the beautiful room and comfortable sofas;
have a cup o f coffee, read the papers, chat with students.
Social hour for all UM faculty and staff, current and retired,
every Friday afternoon, 4:30 - 6:00
John D. M adden, Dean
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faculty AbrvcuL
One always saw the tiny silk shoes previously worn by women with
bound feet in the antique market in Shanghai. They were hot items
and the Chinese merchants were eager to sell. Although I felt the
attraction they held for us foreigners, the attraction to what is
repulsive, I decided to resist it.
I recall the beauty of the
embroidered silk butterflies on one stunningly green pair, and the
vague stains on their inner lining.
Then in July on a trip into
north-central China, right at the Inner Mongolia border, I was
surprised to find an old woman, a beggar with two canes and bound
feet, in the train station in Datong.
It was the moment when I
most regretted not speaking Chinese. For, although differences of
history, culture, gender, and social condition would have made it
extremely difficult for us to really speak with each other, I would
have tried. "How are you, grandmother? Are you from Datong? Are
you hungry?" Without the language I was reduced to putting away my
camera and observing carefully while trying not to impose on her.
The result is this poem.
BALLERINA
Sixty foot Buddhas carved into sandstone cliffs
breathe the black coal dust,
electricity for Xian and Beijing,
and smile like Mona Lisa.
Coal trucks clog the streets,
or engines blown
half-way up yellow mountains of clay.
Real old guys with goatees
trade live snakes for coal
next to Ming dynasty towers crumbling
into fields of corn and blossomed potatoes.
Near the first temple
we find Tian Nun, Heaven's Ox,
the spotted beetle with long, blue feelers
protruding from its forehead.
Shakyamuni's father, to keep him from the world,
gave him every young, beautiful woman in the kingdom.
He found it anyway, sickness, old age, and death,
and wondered what sort of creatures they were.
We find you begging on a bench in the train station,
old and chipped like your blue enamel cup.
Your feet, tight bound since birth,
point straight down like a ballerinas
in the fine, black dust.
Datong, 1991

I
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WE LOVE TO FLY AND IT'S SHOWING
JAMES W. COX

Former Professor o f Botany, Dean o f Arts and Sciences, Associate Vice President and charter
JAN U S great Dick Solberg still writes us about many things. His comments on new premium levels
for the university health insurance were partly responsible for our health insurance discussion on this
issue.
Professor Solberg, going here and there in retirement, writes also about some o f the new air
travel deals he has discovered which others may find advantageous. He points to the Northwest
Airlines VISA card as an example. One can receive one mile o f "World Perks" frequent flier credit
for every dollar spent on the VISA card in addition to the miles credited for actually flying on
Northwest and its airline partners (KLM, Air New Zealand, etc.). Each airline has its own program,
o f course. O ur other M issoula carrier. Delta, has no arrangement with VISA but with American
Express instead. However, the American Express "Sky Miles" card is not nearly so useful in the
purchase o f everyday necessities. On the other hand. Delta does have many more airline "partners"
on whose flights Delta frequent flier miles can be accumulated (Air Lingus, Sabena, Singapore, Swiss
Air, etc.).
On both D elta and Northwest, frequent flier miles can be forfeited after three years except
that, on Delta, new travel saves such forfeitures. In the December 1996 Consumers Report, "Travel
L etter," D elta is given high marks for ease o f earning credit and number o f destinations offered;
Northwest is given average grades. Northwest's best marks relate to its uniformly low "World Perks"
miles required for free travel.
If one is paying ,regular advanced purchase prices for tickets and using frequent flier miles,
then each credit card dollar spent returns a maximum o f about $.025.
For faculty who have reached age 62 and who can therefore use Senior Coupons,
accumulating frequent flier miles is only half as valuable because one can fly anywhere in the U.S. for
only $ 150 for a one-way ticket. Flying with the low cost coupons itself accumulates more frequent
flier miles!
Even m ore liberal is Delta's new Senior Select Program, similar to the coupon book but
providing much lower costs for shorter trips to nearby states, trips for which the coupons' flat rate
is not nearly so favorable. A Missoula-Dallas-or San Diego round trip for example, would cost only
$178. Enrollment for this Delta innovation is possible ($40. fee) by phone at 1-800-325-3750.
For overseas adventurers o f all ages, maybe the ultimate deal is the round-the-world ticket
which many American overseas carriers have worked out with their foreign partners. The Delta ticket
costs $2200. and the N orthw est ticket costs $2750. Each lasts one year. There is no limit on the
number or duration o f stops. With the partner airlines (Delta, Swiss Air, Singapore), (Northwest,
KLM, Cathay Express), destinations are almost unlimited. The key restriction is that one must travel
continuously either east or west with exceptions when flying from stops at the partner airlines national
headquarters (Zurich for Swiss Air, Singapore for Singapore Airlines, Amsterdam for KLM, etc.).
Frequent flier miles can be accumulated for round-the-world miles as well.
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Some Thoughts on Land Reform
Frank B. Bessac with Susanne L. Bessac
On a recent trip to England I visited the western counties of
Hereford and Gloucester, great centers of the wool trade in pre
industrialized England. The rural areas in these counties are still
dominated by ranching and sheep raising as though these were the
arid, high plains of Eastern Montana. This is rolling, well
watered, prime agricultural land, ideal for growing fruit trees,
berries and vegetables.
One of the important reasons for this pattern of land use is
that this area has not been subjected to systematic land reform.
With the growth of the wool trade in the late Middle Ages it became
economically advantageous for the powerful to oust the previous
serfs, enclose common pastures and run the estates as ranches. In
time, emigration to the colonies and the industrial revolution took
care of the surplus population, more or less, so that today the
landscape is surprisingly empty. Every six miles or so there is a
substantial stone church, lovingly maintained by a few, still
church going parishioners, a pub and some well built houses with no
low income housing in sight. Many of the houses are being bought up
by retired people moving from the congested cities who run them as
bed-and-breakfasts for tourists.
As an anthropologist one of my research projects involved
recording the effects of a land reform which had been carried out
on the island of Taiwan after the Nationalist party (Guomingdang),
under the leadership of Chiang Kai-chek (Jiang Jie-shi), located
their government-in-exile there.
My research plan involved the
detailed study of two villages both in central Taiwan, one on the
plain near Taichung, the other in the mountains near Puli.
Taiwan was ceded to Japan after a disastrous defeat of the
Manchu Empire in 1895, remaining under Japanese control until the
end of World War II. In their attempt to woo the landlord class the
Japanese encouraged the growth of large, landed estates farmed by
tenant farmers. This resulted in very high rents and great
insecurity for the tenants.
The Nationalist government after it had asserted its control
(not without bloodshed) pushed through a careful land reform
originally, I believe, inspired by land reform policy in Germany
after the Napoleonic Wars. These reforms had so invigorated the
rural economy in parts of Germany that ex-serfs were able to send
sons to university and enlarge their holdings. The farmers paid for
the land they had the right to receive as ex-serfs by a long term
repayment plan. In my wife's family the farm in Saxony was still
paying for this land reform in the last decades of the nineteenth
century.
On Taiwan, on the other hand, the ex-tenant farmers in the two
villages of my study had been able to pay off their debts by the
early 1960s when I began my study. Liberated from the onerous rents
and given much greater residential stability, the farmers were
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maximizing the productivity of the land by interplanting, multiple
cropping and by growing vegetables for the urban market. The
countryside was teeming with hardworking farmers. Heavily laden
bicycles plied the narrow footpaths. No piece of land was too small
to be utilized. The ex-landlords were less enthusiastic, having had
to give up their lands, their social preeminence and to learn how
to invest the cash they received for the land.
Most landlord
families, if not all their members, soon figured out ways to make
a profit.
When I revisited the villages five years later, in 1969, I had
expected the land still to be intensively farmed, especially by
growing vegetables. Instead, the third crop of winter vegetables
was now generally omitted as the farmers used their time for off
farm employment in factories in the nearby towns or the few
established by outside capital in the villages themselves. In the
village near Taichung an American fishing rod enterprise had built
a model factory providing employment for villagers and people who
had moved to new cottages from outside. The factory not only
provided employment but training, maybe un-intentionally, teaching
employees how to set up competing factories of their own. One ex
employee, for instance, started a small factory to make floats for
German fishing fleets.
Farming had now become mostly the
responsibility of the women during the non-peak periods of planting
and harvesting.
In the fall of 1989 I returned. The ex-tenant families were
nearly all still represented in the villages although many of their
members just came for short visits. In the house across the path
from where I stayed in the village near Taichung the son was
studying nuclear physics for a Ph D degree from Texas A and M.
Other families worked in their own factories. There were also
several factories manned by unregistered foreign workers. Many
enterprises had proved less profitable and had been abandoned,
their rusting remains, overgrown with weeds could be seen along the
pathways. In the mountain village I saw many abandoned mushroom
sheds. Growing mushrooms had seemed the wave of the future back in
1969.
Those villagers who continued to farm grew almost exclusively
rice in both villages. Growing rice was quite profitable because of
government pricing schedules that in the 1960s had been a way of
taxing the farmers, but now, with the fall of international rice
prices, was actually a bonus for the villagers. As everyone was so
busy working in factories, commuting to well-paid jobs in the
cities, peddling goods by motor bike or car, or if older, taking
trips to the Peoples Republic of China(PRC), or Mainland as
villagers called it, to Thailand or the United States, the actual
rice farming depended on ingenious little machines that could be
rented, or were the enterprise of specialized rice planters and
harvesters moving their equipment from south to north as the rice
crop required it.
Grandparents "looked after the water", i.e.,
checked on the crops. Chemicals were freely used for weed and
insect control, killing the frogs who sing so charmingly in spring.
The families who owned the land had no intention, talking to
me at least, of selling their land or consolidating holdings. One
man when approached to lease his land for a fruit orchard (his main
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enterprise was making comb/brush sets of plastic for sale in the
Missoula Buttrey Store)
decided against
such a long term
commitment. The ownership of land is still seen as a safety net by
the owners. County extension agents are encouraging cooperative
agri-business based on the consolidation and buying out of
holdings. Originally the new land owners were not allowed to sell
their land. Some are now bewailing the land reform, claiming that
it resulted in uneconomically, small holdings. There is no question
that the small plots of land pose many problems, not least of these
are how to handle inheritance in a society where all sons should
inherit equally from the father.
The villagers proudly
showed off their new, urban style, reinforced concrete houses.
Unlike traditional single story houses built around a courtyard
these new houses are multistory with the first floor available for
use as a store or garage. The ancestor tablets have been relocated
in a roof garden shrine. Although many of these houses were only
partially occupied they were not rented out to non-family members.
New housing estates, especially in the village near Taichung, were
being built to accommodate suburbanites. These new comers were not
accepted as bonafide village members. This manifested itself most
clearly in their non-participation in the care of the Earth God's
incense burner. Care for this circulates among those villagers who
had acquired or owned land in the village in the 1960s. For the
near Taichung the Earth God at important blessing
ceremonies defines the boundaries of the village.
I was surprised to find that in the mountain village the number
of Earth God shrines had multiplied significantly. This apparently
reflects growing ethnic rivalries. The so-called Mainlanders, those
who came to the island with Chiang Kai-chek, do not own land and
are rarely met in the villages. The Taiwanese are descendants of
immigrants from the China Mainland, especially from the provinces
of Fujian and Guandong, who began arriving after the Dutch set up
a colony on the island in the seventeenth century. Most Taiwanese
speak Minan, a language from Fujian province, but there are also
"Guest People", Hakka, who speak quite a different language
reflecting an origin north of the Yangze River. The oldest known
population on the island speak various Malayan languages. In the
mountain village the Hakka had built the most successful temple in
the 1960s while the shrines of one time Malayan speakers had been
suppressed. By 1989 those descended from Malayan speakers had
regained power, controlling the mayor's office and the temple which
was drawing the most worshippers. As one villager remarked wryly,
"Temples can be good money makers". In both villages many new
temples have been built since I first visited them.
Religion is good business for the mountain village in another
respect.
People throughout Taiwan consider the east facing
mountainside near the village as very auspicious for the burial of
their loved ones, assuring a good rebirth and good luck to
descendants. At the time of the spring rites when the graves are
cleaned by family members, families come from all over to honor
their dead and to picnic. The undertaking business, generally a
questionable occupation as all thing associated with death are
highly polluting, has become an important industry in the village
intertwined with tourism.
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The government in Taipei before the democratic reforms of
recent years passed various green belt laws and made other attempts
at pollution and traffic control, and flood management.
The villagers,
alienated from a government with which they
identified little, delighted in circumventing these laws. The paper
factory released raw affluent into the irrigation canal. Factories
were secretly built on farm land. When a lumber yard (the lumber
was imported from Indonesia as Taiwan's own forests have been
depleted) caught fire while we were in the village, it soon became
evident that all zoning laws had been ignored so that the fire
engines could not reach the flames. The wind shifted and a neighbor
allowed the water in his fish pond to be used, saving the houses
that had been built too close to the yard. Villagers credited the
miraculous rescue to the powers of geomancy. The countryside has
become a traffic jungle as urban sprawl continues.
As wages rose many Taiwanese began investing in factories in
the PRC. They found ways around the rules that forbade such
investment by using connections through Hongkong. As they speak
similar languages it was easy for them to make profitable
arrangements in the countryside, doubtless bribing the necessary
officials on both sides of the Straits. These investments came at
an auspicious time for economic development in the PRC.
After
Mao's death Deng Xiao-ping instituted the "responsibility system"
which allowed farmers to rent commune lands and raise whatever
crops they see fit. But it was not only the control of land that
allowed rural people to generate the amazing economic development
in the PRC today. It was the new mobility. Now rural families can
diversify their income. Some family members remain on the land
tilling the soil while others work as peddlers in cities, or become
wage earners in the enterprise zones. The profits are parlayed into
elaborate trading and manufacturing networks, independent of the
Communist government,
though not necessarily independent of
Communist cadres or village functionaries. With creative bribing of
officials at the county level and above, and threats to the cadres
and their families within the village, farm families have so far
been able to coopt local party institutions, allowing them to be
masters of their own economic development while seemingly remaining
docile subjects of the state.
What we seem to have in large areas of the PRC is a situation
not unlike what happened earlier on Taiwan. By instituting land
reform, dividing the large estates among the tenants on Taiwan, and
allowing commune members to contract to farm plots independently in
the PRC incredible energy has been released. This has been little
controlled by government laws, even where they exist, for land use,
pollution control and transportation. So what of the future? Will
the Taiwanese countryside and much of the PRC come to look like
endless suburbia interspersed by polluting factories? Or will
changing policies force the farmers off the land reestablishing
vast estates controlled by landlords, corporations, or the state?
On Taiwan most rural families in the two villages of my study
had many fewer children than they had in the 1960s without the
draconian measures carried out in the name of family planning by
the PRC.
Both the failed commune system and the present
responsibility system in the PRC place a premium on large families.
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Under the communes a large family received food allotments
according to the number of mouths regardless if these were working
adults or babes in arms. Now, the more family members the more
possibilities
for diversifying income and for establishing
connections.
Given the new mobility it has been much simpler to
circumvent the government's family planning strictures in the
countryside. In the city the workplace (danwei) is still able to
control its members' behavior thus enforcing the one child per
couple law.
According to my daughter who revisited Britain the same time
we did (she had graduated from the University of Edinburgh) there
was much talk in Scotland of land reform. With much of the one time
rural population of Britain absorbed by empire or the cities who
will receive the allotments should large landholdings be broken up?
What made the Chinese/Taiwanese land redistribution so workable was
that the tillers of the land were living on the land and
identifying with specific pieces of land. On Taiwan the tenant
farmers were able to buy the plots they had previously rented. On
the Mainland, although the communes acted much like.feudal estates
had in Europe's past (they controlled the movement as well as the
decision making of the workers of the land) this demeaning
situation only existed for a few years so that rural families in
the PRC had not yet lost their close identification with the land
and their sense of initiative. On both Taiwan and the Mainland
there was a rural population, however repressed and impoverished,
ready to take on the responsibility of independent farmers as
distinct from peasants.
Tu Wei-ming, who recently spoke at the Mansfield conference on
campus, suggested that the attitude of Chinese farmers reflects the
continuation of Confucian values:
family cohesiveness,
the
individual defined by the nexus of interrelationships, striving
for success through dedicated hard work. In the case of Taiwan
another Confucian value was in place at the time of the land
reform, reciprocity, mutual obligations, what anthropologists call
patron/client relationships. Do such feelings of mutual obligation
exist in the present PRC between members of the Communist Party and
the farmers?
Unlike the inhabitants of western England the farmers of Taiwan
and of the PRC are trying to have it both ways: they want to stay
on the land farming their own plots while at the same time
dispersing to further the welfare of the family through off-farm
enterprises. How long can they maintain this amazing balancing act
before the need for greater food production, massive pollution,
impossible transportation bottlenecks make it collapse? Over all
this exuberant industriousness also hangs the uncertainty of
succession in the PRC and the threat of government aggression
against its neighbors, especially against the Republic of China on
Taiwan.
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HEALTH INSURANCE CHANGES
AND THE ACTUARIAL DATA

WThe University Inter-Unit Benefits Committee has submitted for
approval a series of recommended changes in the health insurance package.
Among the important changes proposed for 1 July 1997 are:
a high & low deductible ($350 and $500) to choose from,
an increase of 15% in the premium schedule for retirees
over 65.
a restriction on retirees under age 65 to only the
higher deductible.
a 20% increase in the State contribution by 1999.
These proposed changes have provoked criticism from some retirees
who charge, in effect, that the retirees are being asked, to an even greater
extent, to subsidize the plan for active employees. They base their
arguments on a number of related facts.
The retirees pay 100% of premiums out-of-pocket though on fixed
incomes from TRS. No state contribution is made for retiree insurance as
is the case at many other institutions.
Retirees over 65 have, as their primary insurer, the federal
government's Medicare so that expenses to the System are greatly
diminished as seen in the actuarial data to follow.
Data on retirees under age 65 are given which show, predictably, high
costs but no data are offered on the same age group who have not retired,
whose State contribution will be increased and whose deductible options
will not be limited. Upon retirement, faculty will still lose all dental, optical
and life insurance benefits in spite of higher premiums and 100% out-ofpocket payments.
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Many feel that retirees, having paid premiums to the System
throughout their careers, should receive equal benefits for equal premiums,
particularly when now their premiums are out-of-pocket and expenses are
being largely covered by Medicare and no real cost to the State.
JANUS offers the following actuarial data to help faculty members
evaluate for themselves the proposed changes.
A 6 December JANUS letter to the Director of Benefits inviting his
comments was not answered.

M o n ta n a U niversity System
Paid Claims Experience Report
Plan Year: July 1, 1996 through June 30,1997

)

Actlve/COBRA
C u rre n t 12 M o n ih t

'
No. o f
Em ployees

Oct-95
Nov-95
Dec-95
Jan-96
Feb-96

5 ,363
5 ,403
5 ,428
5 .4 2 9

T otal
Funding

M edical
C laim s

D ental
C laim s

Vision
C laim s

Total Active Expense

E xpress
S crip ts
C laim s

T o tal
C laim s

$ 1 ,3 2 4 ,1 6 5
1,333,574

$ 9 8 3 ,3 0 3
766,071

$ 1 4 9 ,9 0 6

$ 2 5 ,4 7 2

$ 1 7 1 ,7 7 0

$ 1 ,3 3 0 ,4 5 1

148,017

3 2 ,8 7 0

1,339,494

7 58,601
8 6 6 ,0 6 2

146,146
103,394

37,031
3 7 .7 3 4

183 ,7 2 8
184 ,5 5 7

1 ,1 3 0 ,6 8 6
1 ,1 2 6 ,3 3 5

181,635

9 1 0 ,1 5 0

2 0 9,411

3 3 ,9 7 7

1,051 ,0 3 6
1,041 ,7 1 4

169,903

1.340,183
1,348,141

Mar-96

5,463
5,481

Apr-96
May-96

5 ,476
5 .4 8 7

1,350,696
1,353,681

Jun-96
Jul-96

5 ,454

1,346,030

5,415

Aug-96

5 ,394

Sep-96

5,468

1,352,750

Esfim atcd

T o tal

ASO
Expense

C laim s/A SO
Expense

/ Lo s j\
y jU lia y
1 0 9 .6 5 %

$ 1 2 1 ,4 7 2
122 ,3 7 8

$ 1 ,4 5 1 ,9 2 3
1 ,2 53,064
1 ,2 4 9 ,2 7 9

1 .1 88,825

122 ,9 4 4
122 ,9 6 7

9 3 .9 6 %
9 3 .2 6 %

1 ,3 1 1 ,7 9 2

9 7 .8 8 %

2 4 1 .6 3

1 9 2 ,5 8 8

1 ,3 4 6 ,1 2 6

123 ,7 3 7

1 0 9 .0 3 %

3 7 ,1 3 6

2 1 7 ,8 2 3

1 ,4 7 5 ,8 9 8

124,145

1 ,4 69.863
1 ,6 0 0 .0 4 2

1 1 8 .2 8 %

2 6 9 .0 6
2 9 1 .9 3

192,765
2 3 4 ,1 7 4

1 ,4 4 2 ,0 6 6

124,031

1 ,5 6 6 .0 9 7

1 1 5 .9 5 %

2 8 5 .9 9

1 ,6 2 0 ,0 6 2
1 .4 2 7 ,4 5 2

124,281

1,74 4 .3 4 3

1 2 8 .8 6 %

3 1 7 .9 0

123,533
125 ,3 5 7

1,55 0 ,9 8 5
1,591,863

1 1 5 .2 3 %
1 1 6 .6 7 %

2 8 4 .3 8
2 9 3 .9 7
2 9 7 .5 3
2 4 6 .5 8

1 71,248

3 6 .3 3 9

9 9 8 ,2 5 4

2 0 0 ,6 9 9
170,249

3 4 ,6 1 8
3 9 ,2 9 4

1,364,373

1,047,781

157,721

3 8 .9 0 0

2 1 9 ,6 5 5
2 2 2 ,1 0 4

1.358,893
1.378,937

1,06 8 .4 9 8

153,636

3 9 ,6 0 5

2 1 8 ,2 9 2

1,480,031

124,871

1 ,6 0 4 ,9 0 2

1 1 8 .1 0 %

8 3 9 ,4 8 7

137,928

3 7 ,3 0 7

2 0 6 ,9 7 3

1 ,2 2 1 ,6 9 5

126,584

1 ,3 4 8 ,2 7 9

9 7 .7 8 %

1,150,571

C o st P e r
Em ployee

1 ,4 6 6 ,5 0 6

$ 2 7 0 .7 3
2 3 1 .9 2
2 3 0 .1 5

T h is J u ly 1 T o D a le v s. L a s t J u l y I T o D a te
A verage
No. o f
Em ployees
Jul-96 to Sep-96
Jul-95 to Sep-95
Difference
% Difference

5 ,4 2 6
5 .2 5 8
168
3 .2 %

E xpress
T o tal

M edical

Funding

C laim s

S 4 ,102,203

$ 2 ,9 5 5 ,7 6 6
$ 2 ,2 2 4 ,9 0 9

$ 3 ,8 9 5 ,2 6 5
$ 2 0 6 ,9 3 8
5 .3 %

$ 7 3 0 ,8 5 7
3 2 .8 %

D ental

Vision

C laim s

C laim s

S crip ts
C laim s

$ 4 4 9 ,2 8 5

$ 1 1 5 ,8 1 2

$ 6 4 7 ,3 6 8

$ 5 1 5 ,3 5 3
($ 6 6 ,0 6 8 )
-1 2 .8 %

$ 1 0 8 ,2 2 3
$ 7 ,5 8 9

$528 ,6 8 1
$ 1 1 8 ,6 8 7
2 2 .4 %

7 .0 %

T o tal

E stim ated

T o tal

ASO

C laim s/A SO

C laim s

Expense

Expense

$ 4 ,1 6 8 ,2 3 1
$ 3 ,3 7 7 ,1 6 6

$ 3 7 6 ,8 1 3

5 4 ,5 4 5 ,0 4 4

$ 4 4 3 ,5 8 6
($ 6 6 ,7 7 3 )

$ 3 ,8 2 0 ,7 5 2
$ 7 2 4 ,2 9 2

$ 7 9 1 ,0 6 5
2 3 .4 %

-1 5 .1 %

19 .0 %

A verage
Loss

C ost P er

R atio

Em ployee

1 1 0 .8 0 %
9 8 .0 9 %
1 2 .7 1 %
13 .0 %

$ 2 7 9 .2 3
$ 2 4 2 .2 3
$ 3 7 .0 0
1 5.3%

Last 3 Months

5,4 2 6

$ 4 ,1 0 2 ,2 0 3

$ 2 ,9 5 5 ,7 6 6

$ 4 4 9 ,2 8 5

$ 1 1 5 ,8 1 2

$ 6 4 7 ,3 6 8

$ 4 ,1 6 8 ,2 3 1

$ 3 7 6 ,8 1 3

$ 4 ,5 4 5 ,0 4 4

1 1 0 .8 0 %

$ 2 7 9 .2 3

Last 6 Months

5 ,4 4 9

$ 8 ,1 5 2 ,6 1 0

$ 6 ,1 4 6 ,3 0 5

$ 991,481

$ 2 2 6 ,0 6 3

$ 1 .2 93,963

$ 8 ,6 5 7 ,8 1 2

$ 7 4 8 ,6 5 8

S 9 .4 0 6 .4 6 9

1 1 5 .3 8 %

$ 2 8 7 .7 1

Last 9 Months

5 ,4 5 2

$ 1 2 ,1 9 3 ,6 8 4

$ 8 ,9 7 3 ,5 5 3

$ 1 ,4 7 4 ,1 8 9

$ 3 3 4 ,9 1 0

$ 1 ,8 8 6 ,0 0 9

$ 1 2 ,6 6 8 ,6 6 1

$ 1 ,1 1 9 ,5 0 6

$ 1 3 ,7 8 8 ,1 6 7

1 1 3 .0 8 %

$28 1 .0 1

Last 12 Months

5 ,4 3 8

$ 1 6 ,1 9 0 ,9 1 7

$ 1 1 ,4 8 1 ,5 2 8

$ 1 ,9 1 8 ,2 5 8

$ 4 3 0 ,2 8 3

$ 2 ,4 2 6 ,0 6 4

$ 1 6 ,2 5 6 ,1 3 3

$ 1 ,4 8 6 ,3 0 0

$ 1 7 ,7 4 2 ,4 3 3

1 0 9 .5 8 %

$ 2 7 1 .8 7

Prior 12 Months

5.261

$ 1 6 ,0 5 7 ,8 0 5

$ 1 0 ,2 0 5 ,4 7 8

$ 1 ,7 7 4 ,6 7 3

$36 2 ,2 8 1

$ 1 ,9 3 7 ,1 1 5

$ 1 4 ,2 7 9 ,5 4 7

$ 1 ,2 3 8 ,7 7 8

SI 5 .5 1 8 .3 2 5

9 6 .6 4 %

$ 2 4 3 80
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Retiree Under Age 65
C u rre n t 12 M o n lh i

Retiree Under Age 65 Expense

E ip re s s
No. o f

T o tal

M edical

S crip ts

T o tal

R etirees

Funding

C la im i

C laim s

C laim s

E stim ated

T o tal

ASO
Expense

C laiim /A S O
Expense

/

Loss

1/ C o a t P er

VR atio J I

R etiree
$ 4 1 3 .5 6

Oct-95

320

$ 7 1 ,1 0 8

$ 114,841

$ 1 0 ,2 4 9

$ 1 2 5 ,0 9 0

$ 7 ,2 4 8

$ 1 3 2 ,3 3 8

1 8 6 .1 1 %

Nov-95

319

7 1 ,0 7 6

6 7 ,2 4 5

10,848

7 8 ,0 9 3

7 ,2 2 5

8 5 ,3 1 8

1 2 0 .0 4 %

2 6 7 .4 5

Dec-95

317

7 0 ,6 6 6

9 3 ,0 0 3

10,778

103,781

7 ,1 8 0

110,961

1 5 7 .0 2 %

3 5 0 .0 3

Jan-96

316

7 0 ,0 6 4

6 2 ,2 7 6

10,572

7 2 ,8 4 8

7 ,1 5 7

8 0 ,0 0 6

1 1 4 .1 9 %

2 5 3 .1 8

Feb-96

314

6 9 ,4 2 4

6 9 ,6 9 8

11,070

8 0 ,7 6 8

7 ,1 1 2

8 7 ,8 8 0

2 7 9 .8 7

M ar-96

314

6 9 ,3 8 4

6 6 ,3 3 7

12,479

7 8 ,8 1 6

7 ,1 1 2

8 5 ,9 2 8

1 2 6 .5 8 %
1 2 3 .8 4 %

Apr-96

312

6 8 ,7 0 5

7 3 ,4 5 4

10,983

8 4 ,4 3 7

7 ,0 6 7

9 1 ,5 0 4

1 3 3 .1 8 %

2 9 3 .2 8

May-96
Jun-96

311
308

6 8 ,2 5 2

6 6 ,8 2 7

8 0 ,1 0 0

7 ,0 4 4

8 7 ,1 4 4

1 2 7 .6 8 %

280.21

6 7 ,6 1 6

8 3 ,4 0 4

13,273
12,404

9 5 ,8 0 8

6 ,9 7 6

102,785

1 5 2 .0 1 %

3 3 3 .7 2

Jul-96

313

6 9 ,0 7 8

9 1 ,8 0 8

12,838

1 0 4 ,646

7 ,2 4 6

1 1 1 ,8 9 2

1 6 1 .9 8 %

3 5 7 .4 8

Aug-96

321

7 1 ,0 2 4

9 5 ,0 2 0

12,991

108,011

115,442

1 6 2 .5 4 %

3 5 9 .6 3

Sep-96

326

7 2,373

79,371

12,340

9 1 ,711

7,431
7 ,5 4 7

9 9 ,2 5 8

1 3 7 .1 5 %

3 0 4 .4 7

2 7 3 .6 6

This July 1 To Date vs. Last July 1 To Date
A verage

Jul-96 to Scp-96

E xpress

E stim ated

T o tal

No. o f

T otal

M edical

S cripts

T o tal

ASO

C laim s/A SO

Loss

C o st P er

R etirees

Funding

C laim s

C laim s

C laim s

Expense

Expense

R atio

R etiree

$ 2 1 2 ,4 7 5

$ 2 6 6 ,1 9 9

$ 3 8 ,1 6 8

$ 3 0 4 ,3 6 7

$ 2 2 ,2 2 4

$ 3 2 6 ,5 9 1

1 5 3 .7 1 %

$ 211,701
$774

$ 2 1 4 ,1 7 8
$52,021

$ 3 2 ,0 3 5
$ 6 ,1 3 3
19.1%

$ 2 4 6 ,2 1 3
$ 5 8 ,1 5 4

$ 2 6 ,9 3 3
($ 4 ,7 0 9 )

$ 2 7 3 ,1 4 6
$ 5 3 ,4 4 5

1 2 9 .0 2 %

Jul-95 to Sep-95

320
319

Difference
% Difference

1
0 .4 %

0 .4 %

2 4 .3 %

2 3 .6 %

-1 7 .5 %

A verage

2 4 .6 8 %
1 9.1%

19 .6 %

$ 3 4 0 .2 0
$ 2 8 5 .7 2
$ 5 4 .4 8
19 .1 %

R e c e n t H is to ry
Last 3 Months

320

$ 2 1 2 ,4 7 5

$ 2 6 6 ,1 9 9

$ 3 8 ,1 6 8

$ 3 0 4 ,3 6 7

$ 2 2 ,2 2 4

$ 3 2 6 ,5 9 1

1 5 3 .7 1 %

$ 3 4 0 .2 0

hast 6 Months

315

$ 4 1 7 ,0 4 8

$ 4 8 9 ,8 8 4

$ 7 4 ,8 2 9

$ 5 6 4 ,7 1 3

$43 ,3 1 1

$ 6 0 8 ,0 2 4

14 5 .7 9 %

$ 3 2 1 .5 4

l.ast 9 Months

315

$ 6 2 5 ,9 2 0

$ 6 8 8 ,1 9 5

$ 1 0 8 ,9 4 9

$ 7 9 7 ,1 4 4

$ 6 4 ,6 9 3

$ 8 6 1 ,8 3 7

1 3 7 .6 9 %

$ 3 0 4 .0 0

Last 12 Months

316

$ 8 3 8 ,7 7 0

$ 9 6 3 ,2 8 4

$ 1 4 0 ,8 2 4

$ 1 ,1 0 4 ,1 0 8

$ 8 6 ,3 4 6

$ 1 ,1 9 0 ,4 5 4

141 .9 3 %

$ 3 1 4 .0 2

Prior 12 Months

333

$ 8 8 5 ,8 1 3

$ 1 ,3 7 4 ,2 9 2

$ 1 2 2 ,2 5 2

$ 1 ,4 9 6 ,5 4 4

$ 7 7 ,9 5 7

$ 1 ,5 7 4 ,5 0 1

17 7 .7 5 %

$ 3 9 4 .1 2

■" n
I.

Retiree Age 65 and Over

/

\

Current
No. o f
R etirees

Oct-95
Nov-95
Dec-95
Jan-96
Feb-96
M ar-96
Apr-96
May-96
Jun-96
Jul-96
Aug-96
Sep-96

855
858
864
867
870
872
874
877
885
891
896
897

T o tal
F unding

$123,326
123,864
125,050
125,414
125,985
126.123
126,552
127,035
128,150
129,082
129,773
129,563

M edical
C laim s

$67,037
67,777
90,906
67,506
54,800
74,824
91,574
78,398
84,208
80,548
94.633
62,759

S cripts
C laim s

$27,385
29,176
29,377
29,007
30,670
34,655
30,766
37,429
35,643
36,546
36,261
33,953

T o tal
C laim s

$94,422
96,953
120,283
96,513
85,470
109,479
122,340
115.827
119.851
117.094
130,894
96,712

Retiree Age 65 and Over Expense
E stim ated

T o tal

A SO
Expense

C laim s/A SO
E xpense

$113,788
116.387
139,853
116,150
105,176
129,229
142,136
135,691
139,896
137,720
151,636
117,477

$19,366
19,434
19,570
19,638
19,706
19,751
19,796
19,864
20.045
20,627
20,742
20,766

[

Loss

]^ T o s t P e r j

I Rliifl X. R e t i r e e

J

92.27% $133.09
93.96%
135.65
111.84%
161.87
92.61%
133.97
83.48%
120.89
102.46%
148.20
112.31%
162.63
106.81%
154.72
109.17%
158.07
154.57
106.69%
169.24
116.85%
90.67%
130.97

I h U Ju lY 1 T o P i l e v s. L u s t J u ly 1 T o P e te
A verage

Jul-96 to Sep-96
Jul-95 to Sep-95
Difference
% Difference

T o tal

M edical

R etirees

F unding

C laim s

895
847
48
5.6%

E stim ated

T o tal

S crip ts

T o tal

ASO

C laim s/A SO

C laim s

C laim s

Expense

Expense

E xpress

No. o f

$388,418
$367,115
$21,303
5.8%

$237,940
$239,129
($1,189)
-0.5%

$106,759
$85,171
$21,588
25.3%

$344,699
$324,300
$20,399
6.3%

$406,834
$395,765
$11,069
2.8%

$62,135
$71,465
($9,330)
-13.1%

A verage
Loss

C o st P e r
R etiree

104.74% $151.58
107.80% $155.75
($4.17)
-3.06%
-2.8%
-2.7%

R ec e n t llie to r v
Last 3 Months

895

Last 6 Months

887
881
876
837

l.ast 9 Months
Last 12 Months
Prior 12 Months

$388,418
$770,155
$1,147,677
$1,519,917
$1,451,203

$237,940
$492,120
$689,250
$914,970
$1,076,175

$106,759
$210,597
$304,928
$390,866
$308,246

$344,699
$702,717
$994,178
$1,305,836
$1,384,421

$406,834
$824,557
$1,175,112
$1,545,140
$1,581,810

$62,135
$121,840
$180,934
$239,304
$197,389

104.74%
107.06%
102.39%
101.66%
109.00%

$151.58
$154.99
$148.20
$147.07
$157.54

Total m onthly Express Scripts claim s distributed evenly based on cost per em ployee and include adm inistration.
Prepared by W illiam M Mercer. Incorporated
Administered by Blue Cross Blue Shield o f Montana
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Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences
School of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences
The University of Montana
Missoula, M ontana 59812-1075

The University of

Montana

Phone: (406) 243-4765/4770
FAX: (406)243-4353

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

January 22,1997

TO:

The University o f Montana Retirees and Employees Interested in Retirement Issues

FROM:

Rustem Medora and Joyce Dozier, Co-Chairs
Committee on Retirement Policy & Procedures (CRPP)

SUBJECT:

Recruitment o f Faculty and Staff for Discussion o f Retirement Issues

Three years ago, a small group o f both The University o f Montana faculty and staff, aware o f retirement problems at the
University, met, and with President Dennison’s support, organized a luncheon forum at the Village Red Lion to identify
specific concerns.
From that meeting came a report to the President in September 1995, with a number o f recommendations based on the
committee’s concerns along with information from our peer institutions. Both the committee report and the President’s reply
were reprinted in the Spring 1996 JANUS. (JANUS has agreed to supply copies on request.)
We are pleased to say that many o f our hopes in the report have been realized. Those suggestions assigned by the President
to Dean John Madden and Kathy Crego, in Human Resources, have been particularly well addressed. Among other things,
retirees now have a very congenial home in the Davidson Honors College with a small organizational budget requested by
Dean Madden.
A few issues remain and new ones continually surface; new health insurance premiums are under discussion now. We think
our efforts have been fruitful and that, while we, as retirees, can have no official University commission, we should continue
with the efforts that have begun.
We invite other faculty and staff members, retired or approaching retirement, to serve with us for our occasional meetings to
enhance retirement policy and procedures. If you are interested in being active with this committee or if you would like to
receive information sent from this committee, please fill out the attached form and return it to us.
Mail to: Committee on Retirement Policy & Procedure
Davidson Honors College
The University o f Montana
Missoula, MT 59812

NAM E:______________________
ADDRESS OR DEPARTMENT:

TELEPHONE: (WORK)___________________________(HOME)
Check Appropriate Box:

Active Participant:
Receive Mailings:

__________
__________
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The University's Supplementary Retirement Funds
Top Fund Performances Compared for '95/'96

Using salary deductions, UM faculty may invest in tax sheltered annuities to supplement compulsory retirement
accounts. 1995 was an amazing year for such stock market related SRA funds with thirty-one of ninety-one available for
investment in 1995 producing an annualized yield in excess of 30%. In this issue, JANUS quotes both the 1995 yields and the
newly available 1996 yields for each of these same funds. While none of these same funds reached 30% in 1996 the annualized
percent yield remains very strong and reason for some rational exuberance.
For each fund the 1995 yield is given first followed by the 1996 total.

TIAA-CREF - 7 Funds Available

SCUDDER - 20 Funds Available

T.ROWE PRICE - 35 Funds Available

The Growth Fund - 35.20%/25.5%

Quality Growth - 32.50%/18.2%

Dividend Growth - 31,75%/25.4%

Stock Index Fund - 36.17%/21.6%

Growth & Income - 3 1 .17%/22.2%

Equity Income - 33.35%/20.4%

CREF Stock - 30.9%/19.4%

Capital Growth - 31.64%/l 9.5%

Growth & Income - 30.92%/25.6%

Development Fund - 50.67%/10.0%

Equity Index - 37.16%/22.7%

Value Fund - 3 0 .17%/23.0%

Growth Stock - 30.97%/21.7%
Mid-Cap Growth - 40.95%/24.8%
Blue Chip - 37.9%/27.8%
Capital Opportunity - 46.51 %/l 6.8%
Value Fund - 39.85%/28.5%
New American Growth - 44 .3 1%/20.0%
New Horizons - 55.44%/17.0%
OTC-33.85%/21.1%
Science & Technology - 55.53%/!4.2%

VALIC - 11 Funds Available in '95

AETNA - 10 funds available

METLIFE - 8 funds available

Stock Index - 35.95%/21.5%

Aetna Variable - 30.61%/22.9%

Metlife Stock Index - 35.6%/21.5%

Social Awareness - 37.57%/22.7%

Neuberger & Berman - 3 0 .10%/7.8%

Fidelity Growth - 34.1 % /l3.61 $

Science & Technology - 60.07%/12.7%

Fidelity Equity Income - 33.1%/13.2%

Growth & Income Value - 30.55%/22.1%

Calvert-Ariel - 38.23%/6.4%
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NEW BLOOD
Tenure track hires from off-campus
Fall 1990 through Fall 1996
3
Anthropology
7
Chemistry
1
Communication Studies
Computer Science
2
7
Biological Sciences
English
8
Environmental Studies
2
Foreign Languages/Lit
9
1
Geography
Geology
1
History
5
Liberal Studies
2
Mathematics
6
Native American Studies 1
Physics/Astronomy
3
Political Science
1
1
Psychology
Sociology
3
Social Work
1
TOTAL ARTS & SCIENCES
64

Accounting/Finance
Management
TOTAL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

7
5
12

Curriculum/Instruction
Educational Leadership
Health/Human Performance
TOTAL EDUCATION

11
4
5
20

LAW

4

Art
Drama
Music
TOTAL FINE ARTS

5
2
7
14

Pharmacy
Physical Therapy
TOTAL PHARMACY/ALLIED HEALTH

7
11
18

FORESTRY
TOTAL UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA

9
134

Faculty whose status changed from visitor to tenure track are
not included.
Departments and schools with no new hires are omitted.
Of the new hires 4 were instructors; 105 assistant professors,
14 associate professors and 11 professors.
Source: Institutional Research; arithmetic by JANUS staff.

The mailing list for this issue of Janus contained
660 names of "active faculty" exclusive of those
teaching at the College of Technology.
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BUDGETED FACULTY FTE - JULY 1
FY 1996-97 and 1990-91

Arts and Sciences
Anthropology
Biological Science
Biological Station
Chemistry
Computer Science
Economics
English
Writing Lab
Foreign Language
Geography
Geology
History
Liberal Studies
Communication Studies
Linguistics
Mathematics
Native American Studies
Philosophy
Physics and Astronomy
Political Science
Psychology
Women’s Studies
Religious Studies
Social Work
Sociology
EVST
Dean’s Reserve
Totals
Business Administration
Accounting and Finance
Management
MBA
Totals

96-97 90-91
6.50
6.33
27.51
24.21
.20
.00
10.33
10.16
7.33
7.99
8.33
8.33
20.74 20.66
.50
.50
22.98 21.24
6.18
6.21
11.50
12.66
14.66
12.32
4.33
4.83
6.93
6.33
2.00
.00
22.72
18.99
5.14
2.22
8.13
7.73
5.25
4.33
8.78
8.34
15.22
16.22
.16
.00
.00
1.00
7.80
6.50
11.00
10.00
4.36
2.33
2.45
2.40
241.03

221.83

96-97
14.09
17.73
.31

90-91
14.20
18.49
.00

32.13

32.69

96-97
,00
8.16
19.13
10.13

90-91
23.77
.00
.00
10.15

37.43

33.92

96-97
12.08
10.49
18.95
.04
.02

90-91
10.00
10.00
18.26
.40
.00

41.58

38.66

Forestry

15.37

13.20

Journalism
Journalism
Radio-TV
Totals

96-97
3.00

90-91
5.57
3.00

9.27

8.57

Law

18.13

13.81

Pharmacy
Pharmacy
Pharmaceutical Science
Physical Therapy
Pharmacy Practice
Totals

96-97
0.00
11.76
5.50
9.88

90-91
17.02
0.00
4.16
0.00

27.14

21.18

96-97
.73
4.14
.95
.40
24.57

90-91
.94
(7.81)
(0.31)
.73
19.10
.00
(9.72)
.00
.00

6.27

Reserves and Miscellaneous
Master of Admin Sci Prog
Sabbatical Replacem Pool
International Fac Repl Pool
WMC Summer Session
Summer Programs
Market Adjustment
Faculty Vacancy Savings
Faculty Salary Adjustment
Faculty Termination Pay
Totals

•

Education
Professional Education
Educational Leadership
Curriculum and Instruction
HHP
Totals

Fine Arts
Art
Drama
Music
Dean’s Reserve
Fine Arts VS
Totals

TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

23

.22

.00
2.75
5.40
39.16

2.93

96-97

90-91

461.23

396.79

This page, dedicated to accountants and philosophers,
is intentionally left blank.
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